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The Classic+ is a positive displacement rotary lobe pump designed using the latest innovative computer aided techniques and manufactured to meet today’s stringent demands for high product quality, reliability, ease of maintenance, economy in purchase and low life time costs.

FEATURES:

· VERSITILITY AND SAFETY

For maximum flexibility, the feet of the pump may be removed and re-set to change the drive and port orientation to operate with the ports in a horizontal or a vertical position or to accommodate a top or bottom shaft drive. For heat sensitive applications, jackets may be fitted to the rotor case and/or front cover to either heat or cool the pump head. To protect the pump, a spring operated relief valve may be fitted to the front cover. This can be set on site to protect the pump from over pressurisation and is available with air operation for automated CIP processes.

· STAYS CLEANER

Hygienically designed, it combines a gentle pumping action for delicate liquids with soft solids as found in the food industry whilst robust, stainless steel construction is suited to the aggressive slurries and pastes of the chemical industry. For hygiene and corrosion resistance all product-wetted parts are manufactured from AISI 316L (DIN 1.4404) type stainless steel.

· EASIER MAINTENANCE

The mechanical seals are of cartridge design with the rotary seat retention isolated from the pumped medium giving improved operation and easier assembly, setting and maintenance. Available in single, flushed or double seal configurations, all seal combinations use the same component wearing parts.

BENEFITS

· Classic rotary lobe pump design
· Stainless steel 316L (DIN 1.4404) contact parts
· Used throughout the whole of the process industry
· ATEX compliant
· Tri-lobe or multi-lobe rotor forms
· Flush rotor retention
· Hygienic flush front cover design
· Universal mounting with bolt on feet
· Easy to change shaft and port orientation
· Self draining when ports vertical
· Low shear
· Externally mounted shaft seals
· Mechanical seals or simple ‘O’ ring seal
· Operates in either direction
· Standard 0.8μm Ra machine finish
· Enhanced surface finishes available
· Scratch resistant powder coated finish on CP10 – CP30
· Two part epoxy finish on CP40 & CP50
· Protected front oil seals, prevents ingress of water from pressure washers
· Simpler to maintain
The SteriLobe® series offers the ultimate in modular, flexible design to ensure that the appropriate feature set is provided for every application. The pump can be configured to handle nearly every unique pumping problem.

FEATURES:

· Mounting Options
  The SteriLobe® range has cast stainless steel bolt-on feet which offer stable and robust support to the pump with the advantage of corrosion resistance. This enables the pumps to be mounted with shafts in the upper or lower position and for ports to be aligned horizontally or vertically.

· ROTOR OPTIONS
  316 SS bi-wing or multi-lobe rotor options offer clearances to 300°F (150°C), making them suitable for all CIP and SIP conditions. Closer tolerance rotors are also available for low viscosity / higher efficiency applications, and multi-lobe rotors are also available in non-galling Alloy 808.

· SEALING OPTIONS
  Hygienic mechanical seals
  These hygienic seals are available:
  · Single mechanical (standard)
  · Single mechanical with low pressure quench
  · Double mechanical

· SEAL FACES AND ELASTOMERS:
  · Silicon Carbide/Carbon (Standard)
  · Silicon Carbide/Silicon Carbide
  · FDA EPDM
  · FDA FKM
  · Perfluorelastomer

· O-RING SHAFT SEALS
  Single O-ring seals in FDA EPDM, FDA FKM or Perfluorelastomer provide a simple, cost effective solution for lubricating liquids. Running on hard-coated shaft sleeves, they are especially suitable for C.O.P. (strip clean) applications.

BENEFITS:

· INDUSTRIAL MECHANICAL SEALS
  A DIN 94960 L1K seal chamber allows use of standard metric seals from many manufacturers, which is especially useful in applications where a site-standard seal supplier is specified.

· PORTING OPTIONS
  Port options include sanitary clamp, ACME, rectangular flange, ANSI-compatible flange, and external NPT.

· PUMP HEATING AND COOLING OPTIONS
  All pumps may be fitted with rotor case and front cover heating jackets when required (except front cover jackets not available with integral relief valves).

· RELIEF VALVE OPTIONS
  All pumps except the SLHS pump may be fitted with spring operated piston type front cover relief valves to protect the pump and seals from over-pressure situations. Valves may also be specified with a handwheel for manual CIP opening or pneumatic operation for automatic CIP systems.
The European Hygienic Engineering Design Group (EHEDG) is an EEC "QUANGO" (Quasi-autonomous non-governmental organisation) sponsored by many of the major food and pharmaceutical process equipment manufacturers. The EHEDG sets the safety and cleanliness standards for process plant and equipment. The Concept SQ was tested at the Campden and Chorleywood Food Research Association, an independent research laboratory in England. The Concept SQ was the first rotary lobe pump to have been certified by this organization.

**FEATURES:**

- Specification flexibility combining sterile barriers with front-loading single or double mechanical seals, external rotor fixing, AISI 316L contact parts and superb self-draining characteristics
- Benchmark CIP and SIP performance
- Simplicity of maintenance to assure minimum downtime.

**BENEFITS:**

- Designed to eliminate potential product retaining areas in the flow path through the pump and, where required, to provide the facility for permanent sterile barriers at all product/atmosphere interfaces
- CIP to a standard not achieved by existing designs
- Extreme cleanliness demanded by biotechnology processes
- Maintain the specified environment with exceptional reliability and efficiency

*All pumps are manufactured by Wright Pump*
Always Giving You
Top of the Line Service and Quality

Top Line is a leading supplier of sanitary stainless steel process equipment. Serving the food, beverage, dairy, pharmaceutical, biotechnological and personal care industries. For over 50 years we’ve provided our customers with exceptional customer service and quality products. We are committed to meeting the fastest delivery, new product development and application engineering to meet all our customer’s needs with our extensive inventory and expert sales team.

Top Line specializes in stainless steel materials – type 304 and 316L. Our modern, well equipped manufacturing facilities are staffed by skilled and dedicated craftsmen. Consistently meeting important tolerances and finish specifications is of primary concern to us. Before any products leave our plant they are subjected to rigid quality assurance checks.

Top Line should always be considered your first choice for both standard and custom fabricated stainless steel products.

Limited Warranty

Top Line Process Equipment Company products are warranted to be free of defects in material or workmanship for a period of one year from date of shipment. Warranty covers those Top Line products used in an approved installation and maintained in strict accordance with recognized standard industry practice. If, after properly authorized return, Top Line determines that products are defective, Top Line may at its option, repair or replace such defective products.

Top Line shall not be liable for consequential, indirect or incidental damages. The above warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied.
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